WHY HURCO?

The integrated Hurco control powered by WinMax® is the most versatile control in the industry; equally powerful whether you use our intuitive conversational programming or Industry Standard NC—or you can use the best of both with our NC/Conversational Merge feature. Equipped with a 128 GB Solid State Drive, 4GB of RAM, and a 2.7GHz Dual Core Processor, the Hurco control has the speed you need. Since 1968, Hurco has been inventing technology that makes machinists more productive and shops more profitable.

- Heavy, ribbed frame made of fine grain, high-grade cast iron.
- Larger wedge locked linear rails
- 55 mm roller LMG ways. Six trucks Z axis.

Bonus: Only Hurco mills are equipped with our newest invention that simultaneously reduces cycle time and improves surface finish quality. To learn more, go to hurco.com/ultimotion.

HM SERIES

Designed for maximum efficiency.

These economical, large travel horizontals have a 8,000 rpm dual wound spindle that is equipped for both high and low end torque operations. The large, front and side access doors provide maximum operator efficiency. With fast rapids, large work cube, a smart frame design and UltiMotion technology, complex production parts can be machined efficiently and accurately. The Hurco HM1700Ri horizontal mill increases shop productivity with a rotary torque table added to the smart design of the HM1700i.
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